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Viana, Aniceto dos Reis GonÅalves, b. 1840,
Lisbon, d. 1914, ib.; Lusist and specialist in
Greek and Sanskrit.
V. was a great scholar and polyglot, who
studied Spanish, Catalan; Italian (literary Tus-
can and Venetian); Romanian; Romanche dia-
lects; German, Dutch, Frisian, Anglo-Saxon,
Danish, Swedish, Old Icelandic; Irish and
Welsh; Russian, Bulgarian and Polish; modern
Indo-European languages from India; Finnish,
Lapp and Hungarian; Hebrew, Arabic; Malay;
Japanese; Basque; Tupi-Guarani; among others.
As a linguist, his major contributions were in
the areas of phonetics, orthography, and lexi-
cology and lexicography. J. fi Leite de Vascon-
cellos (1917) classifies V.8s work into three large
sectors: (1) Works on Portuguese phonology.
His Essai de phontique et phonologie (1883a)
and ExposiÅ¼o (1892a)—an extended rework of
the Essai, submitted for the 10th International
Congress of Oriental Studies—were innovative
at the time, though now outdated by the ad-
vances of experimental phonetics. His excep-
tional ear for languages was a great help for
his phonetic investigations. (2) Works aiming at
orthographic standardization. His ideas on or-
thography inspired the Portuguese spelling re-
form of 1911, and V. was in fact the chief
mentor of the Orthographic Reform Commit-
tee, whose members included C. fiMicha?lis,
C@ndido de Figueiredo, F. A. fi Coelho, J.
fi Leite de Vasconcelos, GonÅalves Guimar¼es,
Ribeiro de Vasconcelos, Jffllio Moreira, JosD
Joaquim Nunes and Borges Grainha. (3) Lex-
icographic works. V. compiled several Vocabu-
larios (1909, 1912) and the Palestras (1910).
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